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Enrollment No: ______________________           Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Winter Examination-2019 

Subject Name  : Gender, School and Society   
Subject Code : 4ED03GSS1                   Branch: B.Ed. (English) 

Semester : 3                        Date : 19/10/2019              Time : 02:30 To 04:00        Marks : 35 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

  
Question:  1(A) Answer any one question from the following questions.           (08) 

(1) Give the meaning of division of labour according to caste based. Explain in       
detail the conservative belief about division of labour. 

(2) State the meaning of women problems and discuss various issues related to 
 Women. 

Question:  1(B) Answer any two questions from the following questions.                     (06) 

(1) Give the difference between Caste and Gender. 
(2) Describe the comparative study of the Patriarchal matriarchal tradition. 
(3) Prepare a note based on popular media like film and filmy song related to Indian 

female portrayal. 

Question:  2(A) Answer any one question from the following questions.           (08) 

(1) What is human rights? Describe about the major constitutional provision  
for the  protection of women. 

(2) Discuss in detail the factors that inhibit girl’s education. 

Question:  2(B) Answer any two questions from the following questions.           (06) 

(1) What is the need of vocational education and financial self-help for girls? 

(2) Explain the role of the school in terms of Gender inequality prevention. 
(3) Explain the role of society in preventing abuse of women. 

Question:  3(A) Answer the following questions in one sentence or in one word.               (07) 

  

(1) Give the full form of D-SAG. 
(2) What is Stoking? 

(3) Write the full form of PNDT. 

(4) What is the meaning of cyber crimes? 

(5) State the task of mishan mangalam plan. 

(6) What is the meaning of Honor killing? 
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(7) When is human rights day celebrated? 


